Supplementary Figure S-1. Loop lengths of Viola tricolor cyclotides. Box plots illustrate the loop length variation of bracelet (A) and Moebius (B) type vitri cyclotides for loop 1 to 6 of all identified sequences by transcriptome-mining and published vitri peptides. Box plot were designed to show minimum, maximum and the mean number of residues of each loop.
Supplementary Text S-1. Extended Discussion
The biosynthetic pathways of cyclotides in planta are still not fully understood; however, enzymes such as disulfide isomerase 1 and asparaginyl endopeptidase 2 presumably facilitate folding and cyclization in vivo. The cyclization reaction requires a C-terminal asparagine (or aspartic acid) residue in the cyclotide domain followed by at least a dipeptide in a C-terminal repeat sequence with a small amino acid in position P'1 (frequently glycine, alanine or serine) and a leucine in position P'2 to perform cyclization. 3, 4, 5 Little is known about the cyclization event. Mutation studies using the generic Oak1 precursor from Oldenlandia affinis led to hypothesize a mechanism with three key processing steps in the following order: (i) N-terminal cutting to give an enzyme recognition site, followed by (ii) C-terminal processing to release the C-tail and (iii) cyclization mediated by asparaginyl endopeptidase by nucleophilic attack of the N-terminal residue to the C-terminal asparagine (or aspartic acid). 2, 6 Loop 1 is regarded as a highly conserved and residue 1 of this loop is mostly sterically little demanding, such as glycine or alanine. However, vitri precursors appear much more flexible and they also comprise arginine, tyrosine, leucine, phenylalanine, tryptophan or glutamine in position 1. Of particular interest are vitri 41 (-CGGETC-) and vitri 96 (-CGRVQWC-). Both cyclotides comprise an extended loop 1. Furthermore, cyclotides often contain only a single highly conserved glutamic acid in loop 1; 4,7 29 out of 109 full and partial vitri peptides contain more than one glutamic acid (Supplementary Table 1 ). Implications regarding any potential bioactivities or structural changes are yet to be addressed in future studies. Loop 2 is generally regarded as conserved in length with four amino acids. Up to two aromatic amino acids are commonly embedded in a hydrophobic patch in this loop but charged residues have been reported, too. Vitri 52 comprises an extended loop (-CAWFPFC-) with three aromatic amino acids. This hydrophobic motif lacks one's own kind to date; in contrast, vitri 21 (-CNSKSPC-) and 96 (-CTLSDRC-) lack aromatic residues. There are reported cyclotides (e.g. vitri B and C, vigno 1 and 2) lacking aromatic residues in loop 2, too, but they contain small amino acid instead in this loop. The sequence flexibility in loop 2 may be of particular interest with regards to receptor-ligand interaction studies. Loop 3 sequences of vitri precursors reflect possibly the greatest sequence diversity with four to six residues, except of vitri 96 with a short loop 3 (-CPAGC-). Of interest appear vitri 24/28 (-CDDEGC-), 43/44, 49 (-CDDPGC-) and 93 (-CDRDDC-) with unusual negative charged motifs. Loop 3 mainly comprises uncharged amino acids and so far two negatively charged residues have only been reported within this loop for Hyfl B and Hyfl C. Since loop 3 forms a small helical secondary structure the impact of these negative clusters appear of interest. Furthermore, vitri 11 and 15, (-CSSSFYGC-and -CFGFYYGC-) contain unusual sequences with sterically demanding aromatic amino acids. Loop 4 contains only a single residue such as alanine, serine and threonine, but a range of other amino acids has been reported (F, Y, P, K, R, I and V). To date the amino acids glutamic acid, tryptophan and glutamine as seen in vitri 3/6, 4 and 19, respectively, have not been reported previously. Regarding loop 5 one has to mention vitri 26 with eight amino acids in this loop (-CEFRGALKYC-). This is the longest loop 5 sequence reported for cyclotides hitherto. Of interest are vitri 43/44 (-CGFTWPYC-), 45 (-CGFTYPYC-), 93 (-CWTWPYC-) and 99 (-CGFSWPYC-). These five cyclotides represent a novelty for loop 5 since they contain aromatic amino acids in a hydrophobic patch, but they lack the common charged residues in this loop. Interestingly, vitri 43/44 and 93 are unique peptides since they also have a negative patch in loop 3. Loop 6 is in respect to biosynthesis and cyclization the most important one. Loop sizes of up to 10 residues have been reported for tricyclon A and B and this is also true for vitri 36/37 (-CYGENGGTIFSC-) and 42a (-CYGENGGTIFNC-). Besides novel features within the mature cyclotide domains, some C-terminal sequences are significantly shortened or contain uncommon residues in some vitri precursors. 
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